




The original theoretical model of Communicating Sequential Processes owed its inspiration to the achieve-
ments of Milner, Scott and Dijkstra. It was developed at around the time of the publication of Milner’s
Calculus of Communicating Systems. Why ever did CSP diverge from CCS?
The ESPRIT basic research action ‘CONCUR’ brought together the proponents of three of the original
calculi of concurrency: ACP, CCS and CSP. It was hoped that we would develop a uniﬁed calculus, and
concur upon its adoption. Why ever did we fail?
I would like to share with you the way in which I thought about these questions twenty ﬁve years ago.
Since then, many excellent comparative studies have been conducted. As a result, we can now see how
such theories can best be uniﬁed, without assimilation of their distinctive features or compromise of their
distinctive merits.
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Process algebra is the branch of Computer Science which studies mathematical
models of processes, regarded as agents that act and interact continuously with
other similar agents and with their common environment. The agents may be
real-word objects (even people), or they may be artefacts, embodied perhaps in
computer hardware or software systems. In the last quarter century, a great many
diﬀerent process calculi have been constructed and explored; many of them owe
their inspiration to Milner’s original work on CCS, and others have obviously been
based more on CSP. In this contribution, I would like to explain informally and
motivate the ways in which these two traditions have diverged from each other.
But ﬁrst I must emphasise that the similarities across the whole range are far more
signiﬁcant than their diﬀerences. I will therefore suggest in my conclusion that the
time has come to unify the two modelling styles, to enable practicing engineers to
exploit a combination of their complementary advantages. If they were not diﬀerent
to start with, this would not have been possible.
Primitive processes and operators
A primary goal in the original design of CCS was to discover and codify a minimal
set of basic primitive agents and operators, which are capable in combination of
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describing all the characteristic phenomena encountered in the study of the interac-
tions of concurrent agents. Minimisation of primitives is a fundamental goal in all
branches of science; and in process algebra there is the additional advantage that it
simpliﬁes inductive proofs of the properties of all agents describable in the chosen
calculus. CCS has certainly achieved its goal, and a wide range of useful operators
which have been studied subsequently are all deﬁnable in terms of CCS primitives.
From the beginning, CSP was more interested in this broader range of useful
operators, independent of which of them might be selected as primitive. Practicing
mathematicians usually have a repertoire of dozens of operators, and they do not
care which of them is primitive. There are nearly a dozen structuring operators
deﬁned in standard versions of CSP; their deﬁnition was inﬂuenced by the needs of
designers and implementers building complex computer systems. For example, CSP
includes the familiar operator of sequential composition. This is useful because it en-
ables a system to be split into components implemented and understood separately.
When they are sequentially composed, their execution is guaranteed to be time-wise
disjoint, in the sense that the activity of one occurs wholly before the activity of
the other. Thus all the resources of the world pass silently between the operands,
without any overhead of implementation. The design of a concurrent computer sys-
tem usually involves a subtle interplay of sequential and concurrent structures, and
both of them can beneﬁt from the attention of the theorist. Theories based on CCS
tend to neglect sequential composition, on the perfectly reasonable grounds that it
can easily be constructed out of parallel composition and synchronisation.
Another criterion in the selection of the CSP operators was to explore the im-
portant features of concurrent programming as far as possible in isolation from each
other. For example, CSP separates two concepts of choice: one of them is choice
made by the external environment of a process, and the other is a purer form of
non-deterministic choice, which is internal and cannot be inﬂuenced by the environ-
ment. Similarly, the basic operator for CSP concurrent composition refrains from
hiding of internal interactions between its operands. As a result certain actions of
the concurrent combination may be planned to require synchronous participation
from three or more processes. Hiding is deﬁned as a separate operator, so that its
properties can be studied independently of concurrency. As a result, the primary
CSP concurrent composition operator has a very simple deﬁnition, and permits
simple proofs of associativity, commutivity, etc. Other useful forms of concurrency
(interleaving, chaining, and lock-step synchronisation) are all deﬁnable in terms
of the primary operator. Furthermore, multiway synchronisation of the ﬁnal ter-
mination event (
√
) automatically achieves synchronised termination of sequential
processes. Finally, the concurrent operator does not introduce non-determinism.
This series of free lunches give one the feeling that the mathematics is really work-
ing in our favour. Especially since subsequent work in practical applications of
modelling and model-checking have revealed the extraordinary expressive power of
multi-way synchronisation.
A ﬁnal criterion in decisions about the details of deﬁnition of an operator is
that it leads to elegant and useful theorems. Even the deﬁnition itself should be
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elegant, when expressed in the chosen deﬁnitional style. Thus the operators of CCS
have elegant operational deﬁnitions, whereas the CSP operators have fairly elegant
denotational deﬁnitions. But CSP was willing to complicate its deﬁnitions in order
to improve the algebraic properties of the operators. For example, CSP deﬁnes the
parallel combinator to be strict, in the sense that livelock of either operand reduces
the whole system to livelock. Strictness requires an extra clause in the denotational
deﬁnition. There are practical arguments in favour of this, because it enables arbi-
trary priorities to be assigned to the processes, without aﬀecting logical correctness.
But the initial motivation was to simplify the algebra and the normal forms. Strict-
ness is also necessary to make the process chaining operator >> associative. Finally,
it is needed to establish a formal correspondence with an operational semantics, and
to put on one side the tangled and complex issues of fairness. At the time of the
CONCUR project, I thought that the careful combination of denotational, alge-
braic, and operational deﬁnitions was a strong argument in favour of adopting CSP
in a unifying role.
The basic judgement
All process calculi provide a way of proving the conformity of a process to a speciﬁ-
cation that is expressed within the notations of the same calculus. This is valuable
when the speciﬁcation is expressed more clearly or simply than its implementation,
and so is more obviously correct. It is the extra eﬃciency of the implementation
that often introduces complexity and obscurity, and that is what makes it neces-
sary to prove correctness. The correctness relation of CCS requires the process and
its speciﬁcation to be related by a symmetric equivalence relation of bisimulation.
Bisimulation has an elegant co-inductive deﬁnition, which validates simple and el-
egant proofs. Furthermore, bisimulation proofs can be constructed automatically
and eﬃciently by the basic algorithm of model checking.
Deﬁnition of correctness by an equivalence relation means that a speciﬁcation
and its implementation must be essentially indistinguishable within the calculus
itself. CSP deﬁnes correctness more generally in terms of an ordering relation,
known as reﬁnement. Reﬁnement is deﬁned directly in terms of observations of the
behaviour of a process when executing together with its environment. The obser-
vations of a correct implementation have to be included in those described by, and
therefore permitted, by its speciﬁcation. Inclusion is an asymmetric relation. The
intention is that a speciﬁcation may be quite abstract, and have many distinguish-
able correct implementations, all of which can be proved to reﬁne it; choice of the
details of implementation is still important, but can be deliberately postponed till
later in the design trajectory, or even left as an arbitrary outcome of execution.
The reﬁnement relation of CSP is in principle less eﬃcient to compute mechani-
cally than the bisimulation of CCS. But in practice, this problem has been overcome.
The designers of FDR, the CSP model-checker, exploit the CSP algebra to reduce
the speciﬁcation to a normal form before embarking on a proof of correctness of an
implementation. In principle this reduction introduces high complexity, but fortu-
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nately speciﬁcations are in general simpler than implementations, and the overall
performance is very high.
CSP does not insist on any particular notation for its speciﬁcations. Any math-
ematically sound description of the desired observations of a system may serve as
its abstract speciﬁcation, and such abstract speciﬁcations can be freely mixed with
more concrete ones expressed within the calculus. If a process does not satisfy its
speciﬁcation, there is always the possibility of ﬁnding an observable witness of this
fact when the process is executed. A CCS speciﬁcation can also be expressed in a
more expressive logic designed by Hennessy and Milner. It is more expressive be-
cause it includes conjunction and negation, in addition to multiple modalities and
ﬁxed points. Its semantics are deﬁned axiomatically by its CCS models, rather than
by relationship to concrete observations of behaviour.
In a theory like CSP which is based on observations, the choice of which ob-
servations are relevant is crucial. Obviously, it is reasonable to presume that the
interactions between a process and its ultimate environment are observable. In
CSP, certain carefully selected properties of the internal state of a process are also
considered as observable. The selection has been determined mainly by the need of
concurrent system designers to avoid the notorious ﬂaws of deadlock and livelock,
mentioned above. If a ﬂaw is not modelled in a theory, it is impossible to use the
theory to prove its absence.
In particular, when a process has apparently stopped interacting with its envi-
ronment, it is important to distinguish the reason why: in some cases maybe this is
not a ﬂaw, because the process has already successfully completed all its tasks; in
other cases, maybe the process cannot proceed because it is deadlocked in its com-
munication with its environment; or worst of all, maybe the process is engaged in an
inﬁnite internal computation—sometimes called livelock. Freedom from deadlock
and freedom from livelock are usually classiﬁed as a liveness properties, requiring
more complex methods of proof. CSP makes them into safety properties by intro-
ducing special symbols (the refusal and the tick) to denote these phenomena. As
a result, CSP distinguishes three primitive processes (STOP, SKIP and CHAOS)
that perform no action, whereas CCS makes do with just one (NIL).
Many developments of CCS now recognise the need for observations other than
interactions; they are now often called barbs. Even the original version of CCS
introduced one such special non-interaction, namely, the silent event τ , standing for
an internal transition or calculation step of a process. As a single primitive, this is
an excellent choice, since it can be used to deﬁne many other concepts of interest,
including internal non-determinism, stable states, refusals, and divergences. CSP
preferred to explore these other more specialised concepts in isolation from each
other, and somewhat arbitrarily rejected the silent event τ .
Variations
Another primary initial goal of CCS was to provide a basis for the construction and
exploration of a comprehensive range of related process calculi. Selection of a par-
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ticular calculus may be made according to the needs of each particular application.
It is a basis in the sense that all the calculi of the range must be constrained to
satisfy all the basic properties and equivalences which are valid in CCS itself. To
maintain the widest possible range of application, there was a strong motivation to
conﬁne the set of laws provable as CCS bisimulations to an obviously basic mini-
mum. CSP pursued exactly the opposite goal—to validate as many equations as
possible. The extra equations are potentially useful in reasoning about correctness
of computer system designs and implementations; extra equations are also useful in
the optimisation of process designs for execution in computer hardware or software.
The main limit on the number of equations is the need to maintain distinctions be-
tween well-behaved computer systems and those which are liable to speciﬁc failures
like deadlock and divergence, described above.
CCS has been spectacularly successful in another of its original aims—to provide
a pattern and methodology for the development of an enormous range of other
similar process calculi. Each calculus starts with its own choice of syntax for its
operators and primitive processes. A recursive deﬁnition of the semantics is given
by means of transition rules, or a structured operational semantics. This provides
a guide for a practical implementation, and support for the operational intuition of
a programmer trying to debug a program. Finally, an equivalence relation, usually
based on (and weaker than) bisimulation, is deﬁned over the syntactic forms in which
a process can be expressed. Two such syntactic forms are equated if they can be
proved to be equivalent in all contexts expressible in the notation; proofs of equality
can therefore exploit inductions over both the syntax of the calculus and the length
of the execution sequence. This makes the important concept of equality somewhat
fragile: the slightest change in the syntax or in the transition rules can require
many proofs to be re-worked. This has not turned out to be a serious disadvantage,
because research on a new process calculus usually starts from scratch, without
much re-use of speciﬁc deﬁnitions and theorems from an earlier calculus.
The deﬁnitional principles pioneered by CCS are extraordinarily powerful, be-
cause it is guaranteed that the mathematical objects so deﬁned always exist. For
CSP, every deﬁnition of a primitive process or operator is constrained to satisfy or
preserve certain healthiness conditions on the observational model. For example if a
process has engaged in a long sequence of interactions, there must have been a time
when it was observed to have engaged in some shorter subsequence of them. This is
represented by a healthiness condition of preﬁx closure of the trace sets. The health-
iness conditions serve much like conservation or symmetry principles in physics, in
the sense that they provide a rapid feasibility check on statements and deﬁnitions
and conjectures expressed in the calculus. However the extra proof obligations that
accompany every deﬁnition are extra work, often unwelcome to computer scientists.
Another constraint on the deﬁnition of a CSP operator is that it must be mono-
tonic, in the sense that it preserves the reﬁnement ordering of its operands. This
is necessary to ensure that the components of a complex system can be reﬁned
safely, with results that can be composed to meet the original speciﬁcation. Fur-
thermore, it permits recursion to be deﬁned simply and abstractly by the famous
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Tarski-Knaster construction.
The obligation that every deﬁnition should be accompanied by a proof may
be an explanation for the rather narrower range of theories based on CSP. The
relations between the members of the range are similar to those familiar in classical
mathematics. For example, the failure and trace models of standard CSP are derived
by simply omitting divergences and/or refusals from the sets of observations. All
equations valid in the standard theory (and more) are still valid in the reduced
theory, and do not have to be proved again. Other more specialised calculi are
obtained by specialisation of components of the standard calculus. For example, an
output on a communication channel is a particular kind of interaction, modelled as
a pair consisting of the channel name together with the content of the message. An
input is then modelled as an external choice among all possible messages along a
speciﬁc channel. As a result, successful synchronised communication from outputter
to inputter is achieved by the usual deﬁnition of parallel composition—another free
lunch.
The methods of proof for CSP models are entirely familiar from classical dis-
crete mathematics, involving standard concepts of sets, sequences and mappings.
The proof methods of CCS are highly innovative, involving techniques of syntax
deﬁnition, operational semantics, recursion, induction, and co-induction; and these
are still clearly within the province of computer science. The choice between these
proof styles is deﬁnitely a matter of personal taste. A similar dichotomy is found
among pure mathematicians, who often classify themselves, almost by inborn na-
ture, either as analysts or as algebraists. Many people strongly prefer one style to
the other, and ﬁnd it quite diﬃcult to change.
Clearly mathematics itself gains enormously from such diversity of style, and
I hope this note has argued that diversity has brought equal value to the study
of the much narrower domain of process algebra. It seems that CCS and CSP
occupy extreme ends of almost every spectrum. Of all subsequently explored process
calculi, CCS deﬁned a minimal set of primitives and operators, with a minimal set
of equations relating them, whereas CSP has explored a wide range of concepts
that have proved useful in concurrent system design. Broadly speaking, of all the
variations of process calculi that have since been explored, CCS and CSP still occupy
the extreme positions.
Uniﬁcation of theories
The existence of extremes is a great advantage to the mathematician in exploring
the whole range of variation between them. In practical application also it oﬀers
advantages, which are naturally the greatest at the extremes. These advantages
could easily be lost by an attempt at forcible and premature assimilation of the two
calculi. Process algebra would be an impoverished ﬁeld of study if the CONCUR
project had succeeded in its original aims. But what can we do for the practic-
ing engineer who wishes to combine the advantages to be found at each of the
extremes? Fortunately, that is something that mathematicians know well how to
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do, by mapping the objects of one theory onto those of another, while preserving
the important structural properties. In the case of process algebra, I suggest that
these mappings are Scott retractions. These are simple cases of Galois connections,
which are themselves simple cases of categorical adjunctions.
My own approach to this study shows that the transition system of CSP is
essentially a subset of the universal transition system of CCS. Within this subset,
mutual reﬁnement means the same as bisimulation, and reﬁnement is the same as
simulation. Furthermore, there is a retraction which projects every process of CCS
onto its closest approximation in the CSP subset. The retraction is deﬁned by
transition rules of the kind that are standard in CCS. All the healthiness conditions
of CSP processes are expressible by the statement that they are ﬁxed points of the
retraction. As a result, it is possible to make deﬁnitions and conduct proofs in
CCS using bisimulation, and project the results directly into CSP by means of the
retraction.
Indeed, there is a whole chain of retractions, linking various versions of CCS
to each other and to various versions of CSP. There is a retraction that maps
bisimulation to weak bisimulation, and there are retractions that introduce the
barbs representing divergences, refusals, and traces. By composing an appropriate
subset of these retractions, one can move between these diﬀerent calculi, according
to whichever oﬀers the most advantage for the task in hand. And that is a conclusion
which does not require us to make any judgement whether the subset is superior to
the full set, or vice versa.
These discoveries have been made in close collaboration with He Jifeng, in pur-
suit of a long-term goal for the uniﬁcation of theories of programming.
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